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On the Boolean structure of fuzzy logical 
systems: a counter example 
J. Dombi ** Gy. Lencses * 
Abstract 
The article of Murthy, Pal and Majumder [l] gives a new interpretation 
of the connectives in fuzzy sets claiming that these connectives preserve the 
whole Boolean structure of ordinary set theoretic operations. In our paper a 
counter example is given where the property of associativity is not valid for 
the new connectives. 
Introduction 
Many authors attempt to construct fuzzy logical systems preserving as- many 
Boolean properties as it is possible. It is well known that to preserve the whole 
Boolean structure of set operations when extending them pointwisely to [0,1] val-
ued membership functions of fuzzy sets is not possible (see e.g. [2]). For instance 
excluded middle law and idempotence are incompatible for fuzzy sets if we demand 
that the result of the operation in any point must be dependent only on the value 
of the membership functions in this point. 
C.A. Murthy et al. [l] try to solve this problem by defining operators the result 
of which may be dependent not only on the value of membership functions but 
also on their relative natures. They claim that the operators ® and © defined 
in their article fulfil all of the Boolean properties. If it were true, then these new 
operators should be preferred to any other earlier construction. 
We will show, however, a counter example where the operators ® and © 
do not fulfil some Boolean properties. It will be shown that the operators are ill-
defined, and we will point out why it is impossible to prove some of the Boolean 
properties of the operators © and © by the Theorems 1-7 of the cited paper. 
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1 Preliminary definitions 
First of all we have to recall the definitions of C.A. Murthy et al. [1]. 
1. 1 Properties of the operators 
They claim that the operators © and © fulfil the following properties. Here 
A,B,C are fuzzy sets in a universe X, HAJHB, etc. are membership functions of 
A, B, etc., Ac is the complement of A. 
Pi - Ha © = 0 for all x 6 X 
P2' HA © AC i 1 ) = 1 for all i € X 
P3 : commutativity 
HA 0 B ( I ) = HB ©A{X) 
HA © B ( I ) = HB © A(X) 
P4 : associativity 
HA Q ( B Q C ) ( X ) = H ( A © B ) Q c W 
HA © (B © c){x) = H(A © B) © c[x) 
Ps : idempotency 
HA ®A{X) = HA{X) 
HA @ A{X) = HA(X) 
P6 : distributive laws 
HA © ( B © c){x)=H(A © B ) © (A ©<?)(*) 
HA © (B © c ) ( « ) = M ( x © B) © (A @ c ) ( * ) 
P7 : identity 
HA ©0(*) = HA{X) 
HA © x{x) — HA{X) 
pg : a) absorption laws 
b) DeMorgan's laws 
c) involution laws 
Pa : 0 < HA © B < MM(NA,HB) 
1>HA © B > m a x ^ . / i s ) 
In the following HA,HB,HC are denoted by f,g,h respectively, FIA © B is denoted 
by / © g, etc. 
1. 2 Definition of type I membership functions 
Let the domain Q = [a, 6] be a closed interval in R, and let / be a membership 
function with the following properties: 
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a ) / : Q —• [0,1] is continuous 
bj HQ) = [o, l] ^ 
C) / { a , 6} ç {0,1} 
f is a type I membership function if it fulfils the next assumption: 
Let a < xo < b such that / increases (decreases) at xo. Then there exist x\ and 
x2 such that 
a < xi < x0 < x2 < b and f(xi) = 0 ( / ( x i ) = l) , / ( x 2 ) = 1 
( / ( x 2 ) = 0) and / is nondecreasing (nonincreasing) at all x G (x l t x2). 
1. 8 Definition of © and © . 
a) Murthy et al. first define a set Ax for every / membership function and for 
every point x € [a, 6] as follows: 
A. = 
[0, f[x)] if / is nondecreasing at x 
[1 — / (x ) , l] if / is nonincreasing at x 
any finite set if / (x ) = 0 
[0,1] i f / ( * ) = ! 
Bx and Cx are similarly defined for the functions g and h in any point x. 
b) Then © and © are defined by 
( / © ff)(x) = A(AX n Bx) 
[f © g)(x) = X(AxUBx) 
where A is the Lebesgue measure on R. 
2 A counter example 
We give an example, where the property of associativity (P4) of © does not hold. 
Let us consider the © operator. If we use it two times, one after another 
( ( /©<?)© *)(«) 
then according to the definition 1.3 in each step first of all we have to determine 
sets: 
- in the first step: the sets Ax and Bx, 
- in the second step: the set Dx connected with ( / © gr)(x) by definition 1.3a, 
and the set Cx. 
But it is easily possible that Dx = Ax C\BX is not valid (e.g. when / is increasing 
and g is decreasing at x). In this case the properties of Lebesgue measure in 
connection with ordinary sets cannot be automatically used to prove associativity 
and distributivity as it was done in Part \fl oft the cited paper. 
Let us see a counter example where J|,'ft are type I membership functions 
and the associativity of © does not h^dt L.et Q = [0,1], / , g and h be piecewise 
linear membership functions as shown in. figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Functions f, g, h 
Here f, g and h are type I membership functions. But g © h does not belong 
to the same type because (g © /i)([0,1]) = [0, 0.7]. See figure 2. 
Since for all x € [0,1] f(x) < g(x), and / and g are nondecreasing at all 
x 6E (0,1), so / © g = f on the whole interval [0,1], according to the definition of 
© . On the interval (0.3,0.7) the functions / , g, /© g(= f),g© h are nondecreasing 
and h is nonincreasing. 
So ( / © <7)(0.5) = / ( 0 . 5 ) = 0.3. 
Let the set connected to / © g at the point 0.5 be Do.s (see definition 1.3a). 
Then Do.s = [0,0.3], because / © g is nondecreasing at 0.5. Co.5 = [0.2,1], because 
h is nonincreasing at 0.5. 
So ( ( / © g) © h)(0.5) = A (A) . s n C 0 . 5 ) = 0.1 
Similarly since g © h is increasing at 0.5, and (g © h) (0.5) = 0 .6, so Eo.s = 
[0.0.6], where Eo.s is the set connected to g® h(0.5) by definition 1.3a. In addition 
/(0.5) = 0.3, A0.5 = [0,0.3] and so 
(/ © {g © h))(0.S) = A(A0.6 n ^0 .s ) = 0.3 
That is ((/ © g) © A)(0.5) ¿ (f M ( j k© ,/i)(0.5) 
This result contradicts to the 'property of associativity of © . 
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Fig. 2. Function g © h 
3 Concluding remarks 
1. The definition of © and © is suitable only for type I membership functions. 
How can the set Ex be determined for the function g © h in Fig. 2. at the 
point x = 0.7? Here g ® h attains its maximum value, g © /i(0.7) = 0.7, 
but this value is not equal to 1. 
2. Why is the proof of associativity wrong in [1]? The cited paper uses the 
following argumentation to prove the Boolean properties of © and © : 
"the operations are ordinary set operations and the Lebesgue measure satisfies 
similar properties in connection with ordinary sets". This reasoning would 
be correct only if in composite operations the sets Ax, Bx, etc. connected 
to the membership functions were inherited. That is if f(x) = (g © h)lx) 
and AX) Bx. Cx are obtained from definition 1.3a, then Ax = Bx D Cx for 
all x € [a, 6]. Murthy et al. prove this only for the case when f,g and h 
are type I membership functions (see Theorems 1-7 in [1]). If, however, the 
result function / does not belong to the same type then the above equality 
for the sets Ax, Bxt Cx is not true usually. (See e.g. the function g © h. in 
our counter example.) 
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